
About Silvandersson
Silvandersson Sweden AB is the world leader in environmentally friendly and non-toxic insect 

and pest control. The company was founded in 1982 by Åke Silvandersson. Cooperation with 

the food provision industry and the FOA (Försvarets Forskningsanstalt – Swedish National 

Defence Research Establishment) led to the first unique product, based on a special adhesive. 

The first product has since seen a number of follow-up products, customised to particular needs 

and the various environments where they are intended for use. The market is currently in a 

phase of strong growth, and there has been ever greater demand for our products.

A company living up to the times 
Rapid innovation, high product quality, high delivery reliability and a keen sense for the 

needs and wishes of our customers – all greatly contribute to our leading market position. 

More than 90 % of Silvandersson’s production goes to export to over 47 countries.  

The company’s most important customers are currently farmers, professional cultivators, 

industry and consumers with houses, gardens and stables. Silvandersson is a leading 

supplier of professional pest control. Silvalure Agri Line is a product line especially 

developed for farming and has been adapted to meet the needs of milk producers.

Silvandersson Sweden AB
SE-310 20 Knäred, +46 (0)430 780 40 

sales@silvandersson.se, www.silvandersson.se

Silvalure = Eco-friendly insect and pest control.  
All our products are designed to be as effective as possible while having the least possible impact on our environment.

Silvandersson features the following product lines:
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   – Fly Control  String Complete
effective and environmentally friendly fly string complete with an installation kit.  
the trap works all year round, 24 hours a day in the stable, milking room, barn, etc.  
Place the roll at ceiling hight. When the string is full, replace it with the refill.

Contents: 500 m (1) • Art.no: 3212-1577 • EAN: 7313743212016

   – Fly Control  String Refill
effective and environmentally friendly fly string in refill packaging for String complete, 
above. it is delivered with adapters that can be used with other suppliers’ holders.

Contents: 500 m (1) • Art.no: 3182-1575 • EAN: 7313743182012

   – Fly Control  Cattle Sheet
An effective, environmentally friendly and compostable fly paper for the stable, milking 
room, barn, etc. it can be hung from the ceiling, placed on walls or around different 
objects. it is extremely effective thanks to our patented 3D model and fluorescent 
colouring. it provides advantages throughout the entire year. Works effectively around 
the clock, 6-8 weeks or until the trap is full.

Contents: 8 sheets/package, 585 x 300 mm (10) • Art.no: 2326-632 • EAN: 7313742326011

   – Fly Control  Cattle Sleeve
An effective, environmentally friendly and compostable fly paper for the stable, 
milking room, barn, etc. Place around pipes or hang in a level position against the 
wall. it is extremely effective thanks to our patented 3D model and fluorescent 
colouring. it can be used year round. cattle Sleeve works effectively around the clock, 
6-8 weeks or until the trap is full.

Contents: 12 sheets/package, 110 x 300 mm (12) • Art.no: 2234-716 • EAN: 7313742234019

   – Fly Control  Roller
An effective, environmentally friendly and compostable fly paper on rolls for the stable 
and milking room. tear off in small parts or draw out like a curtain, etc. the roller is 
extra effective due to the patented 3D pattern with fluorescent colours. it provides 
advantages throughout the entire year. Works effectively around the clock, 6-8 weeks  
or until the trap is full.

contents: 0,1 x 6 m (12) • Art.no: 6015-384 • EAN: 7313746015010

   – Fly Control  RollerXL
An effective, environmentally friendly and compostable fly paper on rolls for the  
stable and milking room. tear off in small parts or draw out like a curtain, etc.  
the extreme effectiveness of the roller Xl stems from a patented 3D pattern with 
fluorescent colours. it provides advantages throughout the entire year. roller Xl  
works effectively around the clock, 6-8 weeks or until the trap is full.

Contents: 0,3 x 9 m (15) • Art.no: 2264-852 • EAN: 7313742264016

   – insect Control  UV-lamp
the uV lamp is an eco-friendly, effective, silent and hygienic fly and insect trap, 
perfect for stables, milking parlours, etc. ultraviolet light attracts flying insects to the 
trap, where they get caught up in a special adhesive which can withstand heat and 
uV light. this product is iPX4-classified for wet rooms and damp environments.  
use: indoors and outdoors. Designed for 220-240V. 

Contents: 1 complete lamp & 1 adhesive sheets (4) • Art.no: 6458-004 • EAN: 7313740000630

   – insect Control  Glue board refill UV-lamp
Adhesive sheets in refill pack that fits the uV lamp 6458-004.

Contents: 3 adhesive sheets (5) • Art.no: 6463-1562 • EAN: 7313740000807
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 Non-toxic and environmentally friendly fly traps for  
stables and milking rooms

It is important to maintain a healthy environment and hygiene in the stable – both  
for cows and for yourself as a worker there. Flies and insects cause irritation and 
discomfort. Apart from that, flies are also notorious spreaders of disease. Longer 

wound-healing times and complications for injuries also result from such pests.  
That’s why Silvandersson has created a fly control assortment especially designed for you, the worker,  
who milks cows and in animal stalls in general. The product line is called Agri Line and makes your  
cows feel better and produce more.

Agri Line – better environment in your cow stall
Fly Control Agri Line consists of eight products. All eight are based upon a unique adhesive system and 
four of them have a special, patented 3D model. The product design is adapted such that it effectively  
attracts and captures flies and other insects, thus providing both you and your milking cows with a 
better stable environment.

Silvalure® System – the best adhesive system
Silvalure® System is the market’s most effective, functional and proven adhesive system. The paper and 
adhesive have been adapted to the insect type, temperature, durability, UV light, dampness, storage, etc.  
This is to ensure you a perfect product and a fly-free environment.

Fly Control – 24 hours a day
The Fly Control assortment consists of fly traps with long-working, non-toxic adhesives.  
The patented 3D model with fluorescent colours effectively attracts the flies. The products 
provide you with a solution for every need in your cow stalls or milking room. Quick 
changes in the weather and the greenhouse effect/global warming that is becoming  

more and more common are increasing the need for non-toxic pest control. Fly Control works 24 hours  
a day while other methods tend to have a shorter and decaying effect.

Set it up correctly for the best results
Flies are happiest in warm, sunny and poorly ventilated areas.  
Find out where flies like it best in the respective area 
– then mount the traps right there.

From 1 to 64 million
1 fly lays 400 eggs, which turn into  
400 adult flies after just one month.  
In 3 months, you have the potential 
growth of 64 million adult flies.  
So make sure you set out your 
traps in plenty of time!
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